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PROGRAM

UTJO - concert to be selected from the following:

Evanescence        comp./arr. Maria Schneider

Wyrgly           comp./arr. Maria Schneider 

Green Piece          comp./arr. Maria Schneider 

  
*Hi-Fly    comp. Randy Weston/arr. Anthony D’Alessandro

   
*Summer’s Over   comp./arr. Jesse Marshall

*Embargo      comp./arr. Vonne Aguda

Matrix   comp. Chick Corea/arr. Greg Barmby

On the UTJO CD Embargo *

2019-2020
season of events

Please note that photography and recording are strictly prohibited during the performance.  
Kindly turn off all electronic devices as a courtesy to the performers and your fellow patrons. 

We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional land 
of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation. Today, this meeting place is still 
the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.



The Faculty of Music is a partner of the Bloor St. Culture Corridor
bloorstculturecorridor.com
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Alto Saxophone:
Brenon Parmar
Lazar Miric
Tenor Saxophone:
Bennett Rouleau
Sam Demets
Baritone Saxophone: 
Thomas Steele

Trumpet:
Evan Dalling
Christian Antonacci
Trevor Whitridge
Lucas Udvarnoky
Matthew Roberts

Trombone:  
Nick Adema
Andrew Gormley
Blair Scanling
Bien Carandang

Guitar: 
Josh Sparks
Piano:  
Max Donaldson
Bass:  
Evan Gratham
Drums:  
Jacob Slous

The UTJO is now in the eighth year under the leadership of Gordon Foote. The band is becoming one of Canada’s 
finest university jazz orchestras and is an important group of the Jazz Studies program at the University of Toronto. 
The UTJO works hard to produce performances that are musical and exciting, with precision and energy. The 
UTJO has released three CDs in the past six years. The first two discs are Reflections, featuring the music of 
faculty member Mike Murley, and Sweet Ruby Suite: the Music of Kenny Wheeler, featuring Norma Winstone and 
Dave Liebman. The new disc, Embargo, released early January 2020, contains works that are almost exclusively 
written and arranged for the UTJO, by students of the U of T Jazz Studies program. We added Take the A Train as 
a thank you to Rob McConnell, legendary bandleader, trombonist, composer and arranger, for the donation of his 
library to the University of Toronto Library.

University of Toronto Jazz Orchestra CDs are available on iTunes and Spotify.

Gordon Foote is currently Associate Dean, Performance and Public Events, and Professor of Jazz at the Faculty 
of Music. Before moving to Toronto in 2012, he spent 26 years as a professor in the Jazz Studies Program at the 
Schulich School of Music of McGill University, in Montreal. He served as Dean (interim), Associate Dean (academic 
and student affairs), Chair of the Department of Performance, Director of Graduate Studies and Chair of the Jazz 
Area. Previous to that he was a professor for six years at St. Francis Xavier University in Nova Scotia. Foote is one 
of the pioneers of jazz education in Canada, developing the first undergraduate and graduate jazz degree pro-
grams in Canada. Known to have directed some of the finest university jazz ensembles anywhere, his groups have 
been featured throughout the United States, Canada, France, Switzerland, England, Ireland and Mexico. Gordon 
Foote is a Conn-Selmer artist and clinician.

Praise for Embargo:

“In terms of sound, arrangements and solos, we are talking about world-class recordings, the tracks of which are 
very tastefully aligned, smooth, giving the band a distinct, well-defined image.”
Gáspár Károly – Jazzma.hu (Hungary) – via Google Translate

“A nice introduction to a bunch of stars of tomorrow, this big band delivers the goods in fine style. Tasty stuff from 
kids who love their work so much it doesn’t feel like work.”  
Chris Spector – Midwest Record

Visit uoftjazz.ca 
Follow U of T Jazz on Instagram & Facebook
Watch the making of Embargo: https://vimeo.com/386803680

@UofTMusic
music.utoronto.ca


